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6 CEaigns. (CE. 103-96) 
My invexation relates to a new kind of wet vacu 

in Or displacement pump and rotors therefor, and 
COmprises essentially a stationary casing together 
with a rotor mounted for rotation within the cas 

8. 
Among the objects of my invention is the pro 

vision of a wet vacuum or displacement punp 
capable of handling it aids and gases. With rea 
spect to the latter the gas can be exhausted or 
compressed, and the only requirement is that the 
pump be sealed with any suitable liquid. 
A further object of my invention is the provi 

Sion of a displacement or vacuun pump which 
does not depend for its operation on close contact 
of its working parts. 
A still further object of my invention is the pro 

vision of a displacement or vacuum pump possess 
ing many advantages over existing designs among 
which advantages may be mentioned extremely 
low cost of manufacture; non-contact of working 
parts resulting in dependability and long Wear; 
high efficiency and adaptability for high speeds; 
capability of relatively small machines handling 
large volumes of materials; pump does not over 
load if run at shut-of, etc. 
As above mentioned any pump essetially come 

prises a stationary Casing and a rotor mounted 
for rotation therein. The casing provides a cham 
ber wherein to mont the rotor and is equipped 
with an Outlet corrected by One or ore passages 
to the chamber in the casing. In addition the 
casing is equipped with a drive shaft set within 
the chamber, and mounting the pump rotor; the 
casing, furthermore, being provided with an inlet 
connecting to a central opening with which the 
rotor is provided. 
The rotor is in the nature of a disc in which 

provision is made for the central Iinou inting of the 
drive shaft. As above mentioned the rotor is 
equipped with a central opening; in addition the 
periphery of the rotor is provided with a plurality 
of faces regularly disposed circumferentially. of 
the rotor with a plurality of passages connecting 
the central intake opening of the rotor to the ro 
tor periphery. 
The pump casing as well as the pump rotor may 

take a variety of forms, some of which have illus 
trated in the accompanying drawing. It is to be 

... distinctly understood, however, that the embodi 
ments shown are primarily for purposes of illus 
tration and do not in any sense constitute an at 
tempt to exhaust a possibilities so far as variety 
of design is concerned. The essentials of both 
pump casing and pump rotor have been clearly 
set out above. In the accompanying drawing: 

Fig. 1 is a sectional elevational view of one em 
bodiment of my invention: . 

Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2-2 of Fig. i. 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are perspective views in part sec 

tion of three further embodiments of my new 
pump rotor; 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of still another err 
bodiment of my new pump rotor; and 

Fig. g is a view similar to Fig. showing still 
another form of rotor mounted within a pump 
casing. 

Referring to the drawing in detail and first of 
all to Figs. and 2. 
A designates the pump casing providing a chan 

ber for the reception of a punprotor B of the Solid 
type as distinguished from a ring motor the rotor 

0. 

rotating with its periphery close to the wal. Ostie 
chamber. 
, C designates a drive shaft, driven fron any 
suitable source of power and extending into tie 
casing chamber through a stuffing box D, where it 
receives and mounts the rotor B for rotation, the 
drive shaft as will be seen from Fig. i being dis 
posed centrally of the rotor. 
The chamber of the pump casing A may be p30 

vided with a partition Elying closely adjacent the 
periphery of the rotor providing two intercon 
municating channels F and G. leading from the 
casing chamber at circumferentially spaced points. 
The pump casing is further equipped with outlet 
H and outlet pipe . 
As will be seen from Sig. 2 J designates 2, S3c 

tion pipe connected to the intake side of the p3Smp 
casing, this pipe being controlled by 2 check 
valve K. 
The rotor B is provided with a centrai opering 

L facing the intake of the pump, and with a put 
rality of passages M. extending through the rotos 
from the central opening to the rotor periphery. 
The rotor, periphery is grooved circumferen 

tially, each of these grooves varying in depth to 
provide the rotor periphery with a plurality of 
symmetrical concave faces N providing periphers 
recess or pockets N’ enclosed within lateral Wels 
O. The bottoms of the peripheral recesses or 
pockets have been shown concave in Figs., 3 and 
5, for example. It is to be understood, however, 
that this is by no means by way of limitation, but 
merely for purposes of illustration, inasmuch as 
these faces may take other shapes, such as show, 
for example, in Fig. 4 where they are fiat or plane. 

It is to be understood, furthermore, that these 
faces may be spaced some distance apart circurri 
ferentially of the rotor as illustrated in Fig. i 
where I have shown only three faces, or cioser 
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together as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, or act22lly 
abutting or adjoining each other as shows in 
Fig. 5. 

In all forms, however, it is to be seen that the 
radial distances from the center of the rotor to each of said faces in any plane passing through 
the rotor at right angles to the axis of rotation of 
the rotor increase uniformly from the circuitri 
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2 
ferential center of the face to the terminals of the 
face at each side of Said center. 
The passages M extending outwardly from the 

central opening Li of the rotor may be straight Or 
curved and may extend tangentially of the rotor 
as illustrated in Figs, 1, 3 and 5, for example, or 
radially as shown in Fig. 4. These passages which 
extend to the rotor periphery adjacent the lead 
ing edge of each face have an outlet end which is 
Small relatively to the area of each face. 
My new pump operates as follows: The pump 

is sealed with a liquid down to the check valve K. 
The suction pipe J which of course is connected to 
the supply of material to be handled remains 
filled with air at atmospheric pressure. The rotor 
B is started in the direction of the arrow thereon 
in Fig. 1, and the rotation of the rotor creates a 
head that exhausts through the discharge passage 
F, Outlet H and discharge pipe I all of the liquid 
contained in the inlet P, rotor inlet opening L, 
and the passages M in the rotor. 
As the peripheral recesses or pockets N' of the 

rotor pass by the passage F the liquid carried in 
these pockets or recesses is discharged into this 
passage by displacement, drawing air through the 
passages V of the rotor to fill the unoccupied 
space in the recesses or pockets of the rotor. As 
these recesses or pockets N’ containing air pass 
by the passage G the liquid contained in this pas 
Sage will displace the air, thus ling the pockets 
with pocketed liquid. This liquid is carried 
around with the rotor and again discharged by 
displacement into the passage F, repeating the op 
eration until all of the air contained in the suction 
end of the pump is exhausted. The pump then 
starts delivering a continuous flow of liquid. 
In the rotor of Fig. 6 I have dispensed with the 

lateral walls O above referred to and likewise in 
the embodiment of my invention shown in Fig. 7. 
The periphery of each of the rotors of both of 

these last mentioned figures, however, is provided 
with a piurality of symmetrical faces, as in the 
other embodiments of my invention, the faces R. 
of Fig. 6 being concaved, while the faces S of Fig. are plane. 

In principle the operation of these forms Or 
embodiments of the invention is the Same as in 
Figs. 1 to 5, the rotation of the rotor within the 
casing chamber close to the wall of the chamber 
pocketing the liquid being handled in the same 
fashion as above described until finally the pump 
starts delivering a continuous flow of liquid by displacement. 
What claim is: 
1. A solid pump rotor the periphery of which is 

provided with a plurality of faces regularly dis 
posed circumferentially of the rotor, said rotor 
being provided with a central intake opening and 
with passages within the rotor leading from said 
central intake opening to the periphery of the 
rotor, the radial distances from the center of the 
rotor to each of Said faces, in any plane passing 
through the rotor at right angels to the axis of 
rotation of the rotor, increasing uniformly from 
the circumferential center of the face to the ter 
minals of the face at each side of said center. 

2. A Solid pump rotor the periphery of which is 
provided with a plurality of faces regularly dis 
posed circumferentially of the rotor, said rotor be 
ing provided with an intake opening at the center 
and with passages within the rotor leading from 

3,988,875 
said intake opening to the periphery of the rotor 
adjacent the leading edges of said faces, the area 
of the outlet end of each of said passages being 
small relatively to the area of each of Said faces, 
the radial distances from the cerater of the rotor 
to each of Said faces, in any plane passing through 
the rotor at right angles to the axis of rotation of 
the rotor, increasing uniformly from the circum 
ferential center of the face to the terminals of the 
face at each side of Said center. 

3. A solid pump rotor the periphery of which is 
provided with a plurality of plane faces regularly 
disposed circumferentially of the rotor, Said rotor 
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being provided with an intake opening at its cen 
ter and with passages leading from said central in 
take opening to the rotor periphery. 

4. A solid pump rotor the periphery of which is 
provided with a plurality of concave faces regul 
larly disposed circumferentially of the rotor, the 
radial distances from the center of the rotor to 
each of said concave faces, in any plane passing 
through the rotor at right angles to the axis of 
rotation of the rotor, increasing uniformly from 
the circumferential center of the face to the ter 
minals of the face at each side of Said Center, 
said rotor being provided with a central intake 
opening and with passages leading from said cen 
tral intake opening to the periphery of the rotor. 

5. In a displacement or vacuum pump the Com 
bination of a casing providing a chamber, Said 
casing being provided with an inlet and with an 
outlet, a rotor mounted for rotation therein with 
its periphery close to the wall of the chamber, a 
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central drive shaft for Said rotor, Said rotor being 
provided with a central intake opening communi 
cating with the casing intake and with passages 
leading from said central intake opening to the 
rotor periphery, and on its periphery with a plu 
rality of faces regularly disposed circumferentially 
of the rotor, the radial distances from the center 
of the rotor to each of said faces, in any plane 
passing through the rotor at right angles to the 
axis of rotation of the rotor, increasing uniformly 
from the circumferential center of the face to the 
terminals of the face at each side of said center, 
said chamber being provided with a plurality of 
intercommunicating passages leading from cir 
cumferentially Spaced points in Said chamber to 
the outlet of the casing. 

6. In a displacement or vacuum pump the Com 
bination of a casing providing a chamber, Said 
casing being provided with an inlet and with an 
outlet, a rotor mounted for rotation therein with 
its periphery close to the wall of the chamber, a 
central drive shaft for said rotor, said rotor being 
provided with a central intake opening communi 
cating with the casing intake and with paSSages 
leading from said central intake opening to the 
rotor periphery, and on its periphery with a plu 
rality of faces regularly disposed circumferential 
ly of the rotor, the radial distances from the cen 
ter of the rotor to each of Said faces, in any plane 
passing through the rotor at right angles to the 
axis of rotation of the rotor, increasing uniformly 
from the circumferential center of the face to the 
terminals of the face at each side of said center, 
said chamber being provided with two intercom 
municating passages leading from circumferen 
tially spaced points in said chamber to the outlet. 
of the casing. 

CARLOSSABORIO. 
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